The paper proposes a comparative FEM analysis of gears solid model bodies, obtained with three different methods. The analytical method is based on the mathematical equations of the tooth flanks. It supposed to be the most accurate and precise solid modeling process. However, it reveals it's limits by handling of surfaces that are not deduced mathematically, or in case of tooth geometries which needs to be modified in order to perform a quick test regarding the probably effects of the mentioned modifications. The solid subtraction-and the newly developed, mixed CAD method are pure CAD generating methods. As any discrete generating method, their precision is influenced by the fineness of the iteration steps. In case of the mixed CAD solution the precision is influenced by the filtering algorithm applied to the generated Points Cloud. The visual comparison of the three mentioned methods, was presented in previously published papers. The present paper validates the novel mixed CAD method comparing the FEA analysis of the generated solid models.
Introduction
Generally, FEA is used to perform a wide range of technical studies, as structural analysis, heat transfer, fluid flow etc.
The method approximates values of the unknowns at discrete number of points over the domain.FEA method solves the problem by subdividing a large problem into smaller, simpler parts that are organized in finite elements. The simple equations written on each element are then assembled into a larger system of equations which models the entire problem. FEM then uses variational methods from the calculus of variations, and by this it approximates the solution by minimizing an associated error function [1] .
A large number of publications (for example [2] , [3] ) present various FEA studies effectuated on gear models, gear systems, gear crashes or gearing processes. In the majority of the published papers the gear models are built-up by calculating a point manifold of the surface using theoretical equations that are processed mainly with mesh-or NURBS surfaces [4] . The analysis performed with the mentioned surface types are well implemented in many CAD applications and widely used in the industry or in the research.
The present paper shows a slightly different problem: study of gears generated with other methods than building models using the mathematical equations based on the theory of meshing or other mathematical solution. For example, papers [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] show the use of different discreet additive-or subtractive gear generating methods or the relative cutting motion of the generating edge to build up the necessary points clouds. The surfaces obtained with the method proposed by the authors of the present paper (under continuous development) [6, 7] , even if they are NURBS surfaces, present some inconsistencies but under controlled charge of error. The precision depends on the length of the finite linear motions and the value of the finite rotations characterizing the discreet generating process. The problems raised while fitting NURBS surfaces on scattered points are also studied in [9] .
Building surface models based on mathematical teeth surface equations is well known in the literature. The method is the most precise modeling procedure, but has his own limits.
Building solid models using the relative cutting movement of the cutting tool related to the standing workpiece, consists in repeated Boolean Solid Subtraction or Additive operations, executed after each discrete moving step. The generating process results in solid models with a very fragmented surface which is unusable in further studies. The precision of the solid surfaces can be improved only by reducing the magnitude of the generating steps. That will lead to a huge calculating hardware need and exponentially increased generating times (hours or even days).
A third type of gear modeling proposal -made by the authors -also uses the relative cutting motion, but it generates in a very small amount of modeling time a Point Cloud that fills the tooth spaces. This cloud is filtered till an envelope is found that will be after covered by NURBS surfaces. The surfaces can be handled as they were obtained, or can be used to perform further solid building operations. This method includes movements as real feed of the workpiece or the tool, and therefore can be a very flexible solution for various modification of the manufacturing kinematic, tool profile etc. The modeling time is also a fraction from the amount pretended by the solid subtraction method.
The described 3d method can be visually validate, due to the very small visual differences related to the first two methods. To validate it as a completely equivalent tool regarding the significance of the expected results of different simulation processes, further studies must be made. Mainly the study of the kinematic and the contact geometry of the gearing process and a comparative FEA are demanded. The present paper shows the difficulties of surface handling due to the level of fragmentation and some results that confirm that the used final surface building method must be improved. Two different FEA modeling approaches were applied: the first one uses a specialized FEA software (older) while the second one built in the solid modeling software. The proposed goal can be formulated as the comparison of the tooth base and the teeth surface stresses on all 3 models.
The FEA models
The purpose of the here performed FE analysis is mainly to compare FEA results on the 3 type of solid models made in the same FEA settings and less the exact evaluation of real stresses. Even if admitting a lower precision of numerical stress values, in case of similar results it can be stated the viability and the equivalent value of the newly proposed gear generating method. The first approach, as it was mentioned before, was performed with an older version of a FEA software. Here a *.sat file data of each singular solid model was imported. Some meshing difficulties were observed immediately by the models generated with subtracting and that created using the newly proposed method.
Most FEA programs are using simplex mesh (in 2D triangles, in 3D tetrahedrons) because its simplicity. In their simplest version, the linear finite elements (those belong to the C0 continuity class) lead to boundaries tiled with plane triangles and constant strains on their volume. A better solution is that offered by the quadratic finite elements: their out-of-plane mid-edge nodes permit a parabolic approximation of the curved boundaries and they also lead to better (linear) interpolation of the strain. Using quadratic elements instead of the linear ones, we achieve the same or better accuracy in FEA modeling, even with less and larger finite elements.
Quadratic elements fit better the curved flanks of gears than linear ones, thus in the present analysis quadratic tetrahedrons were used. The meshed models in the three considered versions are shown in the Fig. 2 . By comparing the meshes, it can be observed that smooth boundaries of the theoretical surface (left) and the interpolated surface (right) are continuously discretized. In opposition with this, the irregular shape of the raw geometry obtained by subtraction (middle) arise difficulties and lead to an irregular surface. There exist older FEA programs unable to make a quadratic mesh over such surfaces.
Once a mesh with sufficiently small elements is obtained even in the case of subtractive model, the stress fields resulted from a FEA processing are sufficiently similar (Fig.3. ). An exception from this is brought up by the distribution of the contact stresses. Here the irregular surface of the model obtained by subtraction lead to a non-uniform distribution of the stresses, due to its peaks. At higher level of loading these peaks are flattened and the distribution of the contact stresses became more uniform. The second FE analysis has involved the parametrical solid modeling software embedded FEA -module. All the 3 models have the same size and identical type of meshes. Each model consist of 2 solids that build a gear pair contacting only at one tooth (the rest of teeth are cut away). The load is the same torque of 100 Nm. One of the gears has a fixed constraint, both of the gears has a pin constraint (the holes in the body), both materials are Steel Low Alloy High strength. 
Conclusions
As it can be seen in Figure 4 the tooth bending stress values are comparable (0,08 N/mm 2 ), but the teeth surface stresses are significantly different. In case of the solid subtracting method there are 3 pikes around the virtual material residuum of the teeth surfaces. As the generating process is a solid subtracting process, a solid virtual material quantity will always remain. The height of the peaks depends on the dimension of the step. In the studied case the generating step is 25° for the tool rotation, and it continues while 4 complete revolutions of the workpiece are produced. The pikes appear where the residual material exist, but the tooth bending stress stays near the theoretical one, as in reality it varies with the distance of the contact pattern from the axis of revolution. In the case of the proposed Mixed modeling method the tooth base bending stress values are also comparable with those obtained at the other two models. The differences occurs at the surface (the surface stresses are around 0.8 N/mm 2 ). From this fact it can be concluded that the new modeling procedure partially fails. However this is not a complete failure while it is caused only by a slightly defective built of the surfaces from the final points cloud obtained after the filtering and enveloping process. A possible cause consists in the incorrect use of the surface points while building up the NURBS surfaces. Here the surface points were used first for creating spline curves and only that after the NURBS surfaces. This produces small errors but enough to modify the contact patch, and according to this, the tooth surface stress.
In the near future the final surface building CAD procedure will be changed, and the results reevaluated.
Finally, it can be concluded that the proposed generated method even at this stage of development, is working properly, with all the involved errors that must be corrected.
Regarding the FEA evaluating method, it can be used efficiently in order to validate new gear models, even these present fragmented or partially discontinuous teeth surfaces.
